The Mystic Covenant
Cornerstone to the North American Legacy of Tomorrow


Acting in the spirit of cooperation, the primary hallmark of their eight-year affiliation, the Governors and Premiers pledge to strengthen, promote, and ensure regional, interstate, inter-basin trade relations and trade cooperation, and direct their respective secretariats, the New England Governors Conference, Inc., and the Eastern Canadian Premiers Secretariat, to contribute all necessary effort to enhance the visibility of New England and Eastern Canada in the global marketplace through the cooperative action of the Conference of New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers.

Now, therefore, be it resolved that: the Governors and Premiers continue to expand international and global trade through the sharing of information on emerging trends, global markets, and technology, in encouraging contact and cooperation among state and provincial international trade representatives, and by monitoring international trade discussions that affect both the economic growth and the economic well-being of the region.

Fifteenth day of June, one thousand nine hundred ninety-nine, at Mystic, Connecticut, United States of America.
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